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An almost product manifold is one on which the tangent bundle has a

differentiable decomposition as the direct sum of two subbundles. We assume

that each of the subspaces thus defined in the tangent space is integrable;

then local coordinates (x\ • • • , xp, y1, • • • , y") can be found in some

neighborhood U of any point such that {d/dxf} generates the one subspace

over Cand {d/dy'} generates the other. Operators tF, 8', and A'=d'8' + 8'd'

are defined on differential forms, all of them differentiating with respect to x

alone. If

<f>= £        fav •<,/!•• .i.dxh A • • • A ix1' A iyh A • • • A dy>,
•!<• ■ •<»',,;'i<- • ■<>',

,,,,s V^ kkx---kr    dcj>kl...krj1...jt

{(I <t>)ii ■ ■ -.V + l/l • • ■},   = Zs SH ■ ■   <r + l-—-
k,kl<---<kr OX*

and

(A'ct>)il...irj1...jt = — g"'- +  lower order terms.
dx'dx'

Here we have assumed that the metric is of the form ds2 = £?j_i gy ix, y)dxidx>

+ 2Zh-ig'vix,y)dyidy'.
The operator d' satisfies d'2 = 0, hence defines a cohomology theory of

differential forms. It is natural to ask whether a Hodge theorem for this

cohomology exists; that is, whether each cohomology class contains one and

only one form cp satisfying A'cj> = 0. Since A' is a semi-definite operator, some

restriction is necessary. Our principal result is that a theorem of the desired

type holds on a compact manifold under appropriate restrictions on the metric

and the class of forms admitted. The proof of the theorem uses construction

of a Green's operator G' satisfying G'd'tp = d'G'<b and C-'A'<£=A'G'0=<j!>-iP0,
where PC is the projection on the kernel of A'. In general, G' is not completely

continuous and the kernel of A' is infinite dimensional.
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writing of this paper are deeply appreciated. A word of thanks is also due to

Professor S. S. Chern, who made several useful suggestions.

1. Preliminary remarks. Let F be a connected differentiable manifold of

dimension n and class C°°. Denote its tangent bundle by T(V), the bundle of

tangent p-vectors byApF(F) or TP(V), and the bundle of Grassmann algebras

by AT(V) = zZv-o T»(V). Here A°T(V) is the trivial bundle of real numbers,
and A1T(V) = T(V). Let $(V) be the bundle of cotangents, with other nota-

tions, AP$(V), A$(V), etc., analogous to those for T(V). Then a section of

A3?(V) is a differential polynomial in the usual sense. Let d denote the opera-

tion of exterior differentiation on such a polynomial or on A$(V).

The manifold V has an almost product structure (P, Q) if there exist pro-

jection homomorphisms P, Q: T(V)—*T(V) such that:

(i) If Tb(V) is the tangent space to V at the point b of V, then P(Tb(V))

CTt(V) and Q(Tb(V))CTb(V).
(ii)  Tb(ir)=P(Tb(V))@Q(Th(V)), the sum being direct,

(iii) P and Q are C°° maps.

Let p (resp. q) denote the dimension of PTb( V) (resp. QTb( V)); p is independ-

ent of the point b. The almost product structure induces projection operators

[Ir,s* in AF(F) and  IJr,, m A$(F). A vector field which is a section of

[X,s*AF(y) = £>"••(F) is said to be of type (r, s), and similarly for A$(F).

If V and V are manifolds with almost product structures (P, Q) and (P, Q),

then a map/: V—+V is said to be of type (m, n) with respect to these struc-

tures if IX-+m,s+n* 0/*=/* o IJr,s*. Here /*: AF(F)—>AT(V) is the map in-

duced by/.

An operator h on AF( V) or A$( V) may be decomposed into various types

according to the definition YL^.n h= zZr.sYLr+m.s+n oho IJr,,. If the opera-

tor d of exterior differentiation is so decomposed, we find that d = d{ +d[

+d[' +d{', where the components are of types (2, —1), (1, 0), (0, 1), and

( — 1, 2) respectively. For a proof of this decomposition, see Guggenheim and

Spencer [10]. We may also define an operator d': $"(F)—>$V+1(V) by the

axioms:

(i) If <f> is in A°$i(F) and v is in Tb(V) where b is a point of V, then

(d'4>)(v) = (Pv)(4>).
(ii)  If <p is in A°4>6(F), then (d'd+dd')<p = Q.

(iii) If 4> is in A^b(V) and\p is in A$6(V), then d'(<p/\\P) =d'cpAt + (-l)''<t>
Ad'i.

Then d' = 2d{ +d{ —d" (Guggenheim and Spencer [10]). Analogously,

we define d" and have d" = 2d2 +dx — d{. Adding these relations, we get

d = d'+d".

The operators d' and d" are not in general differentials; that is (d')27£0.

However, they are differentials if and only if the structure is integrable, by

which we mean that the Poisson bracket of two vector fields of type P

(resp. Q) is again a vector field of the same type. In fact, (d')2 = 0 if and only
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if d' = dx and d"' = d{', which is in turn equivalent to the integrability (Gug-

genheim and Spencer [10]).

The structure being integrable, we can apply the Frobenius theorem to

obtain local coordinates (x\ • • ■ , xp, yl, ■ ■ ■ , yq) in the neighborhood of

any point such that PT(V) is spanned by {d/dx'} and QT(V) by {d/dy'}.

In fact, suppose that in the neighborhood U, the almost product structure

is given by differential forms Q = coxA ■ ■ • Aw" and © = 0JA ■ • ■ A#?; this

is possible because any subspace of the cotangent space is representable

locally by a nonzero decomposable form. Then OA0^O. Because the struc-

ture is integrable, we have that dtt is in the ideal generated by 12, while d@

is in the ideal generated by 0. By Frobenius theorem, there exist local co-

ordinates (xl, • ■ ■ , x") such that Q=\dx1/\ ■ ■ ■ /\dxp, and local coordinates

(y\ ' • ' ,Jn) such that ®=pdyl/\ ■ ■ ■ /\dyq, where X and p are nonzero func-

tions. (A proof may be found in Chern [3], for example.) TSiitdxl/\ ■ ■ ■ /\dxp

/\dyl/\ ■ ■ ■ j\dy = l/\p.Q,/\<d?±0; hence (x1, ■ ■ ■ , xp, y\ ■ ■ ■ , y) form a

coordinate system, which clearly has the desired properties.

In terms of such a coordinate system, a differential form of type (r, s)

may be written as

ct, =   £ <pix.. .irjl.. .jjthfi A • • • A dx* A dyn A • • • A dym-

where (i) means an ordered set of indices ix< • ■ ■ <ir- An index ia (resp. j$)

will be said to be of the first (resp. second) type; we shall use the convention

that an index of the first type is written before one of second type.

The notion of integrable almost product structure is related to that of

laminated manifold (variete feuilletee) discussed by Reeb [18]. On such a

manifold one has given a single integrable subspace, rather than a comple-

mentary pair.

In the case of the operator d, there is a theorem that for forms of positive

degree, dcj> = 0 implies that locally <p = d\p. This theorem, called the Poincare

lemma, is also true for d' and forms of type (r, s) with r>0. In fact, if P is a

homotopy of the kind described below, then F induces a chain homotopy k'

such that d'k'4>+k'd'4>=4> for all forms cj> of the proper type. For a proof of

this statement, see Guggenheim and Spencer [10]. In order to construct the

homotopy P, it is sufficient to assume the integrability of the almost product

structure; then P deforms (x1, • • • , xp, y1, • • • , y) into (0, • • • , 0,

y1, • • • , y") in the obvious manner. A similar theory may be constructed

for d".

We may introduce on the manifold F a Riemannian metric such that the

subspaces PT(V) and QT(V) are orthogonal. In fact, <£(F) is a bundle hav-

ing as structure group GL(p, R)®GL(q, R) where p is the dimension of

P$(F) at a point and GL(p, P) is the general linear group with real coeffi-

cients. Dividing out by the subgroup 0(p, R)®0(q, R) of direct sums of

orthogonal matrices, we get the direct sum H(p, R) ®II(q, R) of sets of posi-
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tive definite symmetric matrices. Consider the bundle with this fibre weakly

associated to the bundle of cotangents. The fibre is topologically the product

of a cell with a cell, hence is also a cell. Therefore, the bundle has a cross-

section, and the group of the cotangent bundle is reducible to 0(p, R)

®0(q, R). The cross-section defines a Riemannian metric which has the de-

sired properties. If the structure is integrable and local product coordinates

are used, this metric will have the form ds2 = g'ijdxidx'+g'ijdyidy', where the

coefficients are functions of both x and y in general. For further details on

the preceding construction, see Steenrod [27, p. 58] where an ordinary

Riemann metric is constructed for a differentiable manifold.

Henceforth, let us assume an almost product metric given on V. In this

case, we may define an operator 8'= ( — l)nm+n+1*d'*, where 8' operates on

a form of total degree m and n is the dimension of V. Here * is the duality

operator defined by the metric. Similarly define 8". Since 8 = ( — l)nm+"+1 * d * ,

we see at once that 8 = 5'+ 5". We also construct special Laplacian operators

by defining A'=d'8' + 8'd', A" =d"8" + 8"d", and A=A'+A". For a general
discussion of the definitions of *, 5, A, and the inner product of forms on a

manifold, see de Rham [19, pp. 119-132].

Since we are dealing with an almost product metric, we have * JIr,s

= ITp-r,a-j * • Thus 5' is of type ( — 1, 0) for an integrable structure, while

A', A", and A preserve types. In what follows we assume the manifold to be

compact. Defining the inner product (<p, ip) in the usual way, we have (dcj>, ip)

= (<j>, Sip) and (JJr,s cp, Ut,« ^) = 0 unless r = t and s = u. Making use of these

facts, we see that (d'<p, \p) = (<p, 8'ip) and (d"<p, \p) = (<p, 8"\p). These in turn

imply that (A'0, iM = (tf, Aty), (A"<j>, xp) = (<p, A"\p), and (&/>, xp) = (<p, A>).
Furthermore, A'<p=0 if and only if d'<p = 8'<p = 0, for (A'<j>, <p) = (d'<j>, d'd>)

+ (8'<p, 8'<p).
An almost product metric will be said to be torsionless if the parallel trans-

port by means of the metric of a vector v in PT(V) (resp. QT(V)) is also a

vector in PT(V) (resp. QT(V)). This condition may be interpreted as saying

that the holonomy group is reducible(2). Writing out the equation for parallel

transport and replacing the Christoffel symbols by their expressions in terms

of the metric tensor and its derivatives, we see that the metric is torsionless

if and only if dg'v/dyk=dg[j/dxk = 0. In other words, ds2 = g'tj(x)dxidx'

+g"](y)dyidyi. Referring to the expression for the components of the induced

connection, of the Riemann curvature, and of the Ricci curvature in terms

of the components of the metric tensor, it is immediate that each of these

splits in a manner exactly analogous to the splitting of the metric. A theorem

of de Rham states that a complete, simply connected Riemann manifold

with an integrable almost product structure and a torsionless metric is a

product space; see de Rham [20].

(2) The holonomy group was defined and studied locally by E. Cartan [2]. Manifolds with

reducible holonomy groups are studied by Borel and Lichnerowicz [l] and de Rham [20],
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In developing the potential theory of A', it is convenient to use the lan-

guage of sheaves. All that is required in this paper is the fundamental defini-

tions, which we shall now give. No deep sheaf-theoretic theorems will be

needed.

A sheaf (over the real numbers) is a triple (S, ir, X) where 5 and X are

topological spaces and ir is a mapping called the projection of 5 onto X, such

that:

(i) 5'x = 7r_1(x) is a real vector space for each x in X. (Sx is called the

stalk over x.)

(ii) w is a local homeomorphism.

(iii) The operations of addition and of multiplication by a real number are

continuous.

A section of S over an open set C of X is a continuous mapping/: U—>S

such that irof(x) =x for all x in U. The set of all sections of S over U is

denoted by T(S, U).

A sheaf may also be defined by giving sets of sections. Let 11= { Ua} be

a base for the open sets of a space X. Let Sa (given a priori) be the vector

space of sections over Ua. If Ua contains Up, let there be given a map

r«/j: Sa—>Sp. The sheaf 5 is defined as the direct limit of this system of vector

spaces and maps. In other words, a point 5 in Sx is an equivalence class under

the equivalence relation: sa~S0 if and only if there exists a Uy in U such that

raySa = r0ysp. Here sa is in Sa, s& is in Sp, and x is in C7. A sheaf constructed in

this way is called a sheaf of germs; there exist many such of importance.

The definition here given for a sheaf is due to Lazard, who worked it out

while attending the Paris seminar of H. Cartan. For more information on

sheaves and for examples, see the Paris notes [23] or the paper of Serre [24,

Chapter I]. A detailed discussion of much of the material in this §1 will be

found in the forthcoming monograph of Nickerson and Spencer [17].

2. Summary. We now state briefly the results which will be proved in this

paper. First, we consider in §§3 and 4 examples of almost product structures

on the 3-sphere and on the torus. Another example is a connection in a

principal fibre bundle. For the particular case of the torus, a classification of

almost product structures is given; for the simpler ones, the properties of

A' are also analyzed by a method of Kodaira. It is shown that the inverse

(Green's operator) for A' need not exist, even for C°° forms orthogonal to

the solutions of A'c/> = 0. Also, the d' cohomology of forms is not isomorphic

to the space of solutions; in other words, the analogue of Hodge's theorem is

false. These counter-examples are structures with torsionless metrics; they

show that even in this case considerable difficulty is to be expected in the

harmonic theory.

The operator A is the subject of §5. The solutions of Ac/> = 0 are precisely

those forms of pure type which are harmonic in the usual sense. A=A if

and only if A commutes with type projection operators. A is an elliptic oper-

ator; hence we can find a Green's operator by the usual methods. However,
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this operator fails to commute with d', 8', and the other related operators.

In §6, the problem of constructing a Green's operator for A' is taken up.

We define a sheaf £= zZr.t DrxADl, where Drx is the sheaf of germs of (r, 0)

forms depending on x alone, and analogously for Dsv. The notion of coherent

subsheaf E of E is defined; E and all its coherent subsheaves are stable under

d', 8', and A'. Furthermore, if 77' is the projection operator which maps any

form into its A' harmonic part, then TF maps r(£, V) into r(E, V) and

r(E, V) into r(E, V). The following theorem is proved:

Theorem. Let V be a compact almost product manifold with torsionless

metric. Let cp be a C" section of the sheaf E. Then there is a C°° section G'<p of £

such that A'G'cp = G'A'cp =<p-H'<p and G'H'cp = H'G'cp = 0. G' and H' are defined

by choosing a coherent subsheaf B of E such that ep is a section of B, but they are

independent of the choice of B. G' commutes with d' and 8'.

This theorem readily implies the isomorphism between the d' cohomology

of sections of E and the space of A' harmonic sections of E. The Green's

operator is constructed as the solution of a minimizing problem, following

the method of Morrey and Fells [16]; the necessary differentiability lemma is

proved by a modification of Kodaira's method [14]. The paragraph closes

with a few comments on the Hilbert space properties of the operator A'. The

bigrading naturally defined on the differential forms on an almost product

manifold gives rise to a spectral sequence in the usual way. Another conse-

quence of the above theorem is that in this sequence, £2 is isomorphic to Ex,

at least if the bigrading is taken on those forms of C°° which are in the com-

mon domain of G' and G" (by the theorem, this common domain includes

at least the C°° sections of the sheaf E).

3. General examples. Our purpose in this paragraph is to develop several

examples of almost product structures on compact manifolds, in order to shed

light on some of the possibilities. In the case of structures on the torus we shall

examine in §4 the potential theoretic properties; it will appear that the theory

of A' on a compact manifold lacks many of the results that hold for A. In

particular, the Green's operator is not everywhere defined, even for C°° forms

orthogonal to the harmonic space (in the sense of solutions to A'<p = 0).

Following an example of Reeb [18, pp. 112-113], we may construct an

integrable almost product structure on the 3 sphere S3. This structure is of

course not group invariant, nor has it a torsionless metric. For the construc-

tion, suppose S3 to be given by the equation x2 +y2 +z2 +t2 = 2 in E4. We de-

fine a one-form on S3 by the equations

ld(x2 + y2) + (x2 + y2 - l)(xdy - ydx)    for 1 g x2 + y2 g. 2,

\d(z2 + I2) + (z2 + I2 - l)(zdt - tdz)      for 1 ^ z2 + t2 g 2.

The form a is completely integrable, and so defines a continuous family of

analytic surfaces in S3. Define a vector field by taking the normal vectors to

these surfaces in the metric induced from E4. Any vector field has integral
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curves. Since the coefficients of a are of class C° in the neighborhood of x2+y2

= 1, the structure is only continuous. By varying the coefficients slightly, it

may be made C°°. A theorem recently announced by Haefliger [ll] states

that no analytic n — 1 dimensional lamination of an n sphere is possible.

An important example of an almost product structure is a connection in

a principal fibre bundle. Such structures are not in general integrable; in

fact, a necessary and sufficient condition for integrability is that the curva-

ture of the connection be zero. The proof is not difficult, but will be omitted.

It may be carried out by an analysis of the type components of d and their

relation to covariant differentiation and the curvature tensor, recalling that

integrability is equivalent to d'2 = 0. This proof is due to D. C. Spencer. The

theorem itself is a classical result in the case of the tangent bundle; for other

bundles, a proof is given by Chern [4, pp. 54-55].

^-—-^-"~ ^    "r*z^--

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Let us turn to some examples of almost product structures on compact

2 dimensional manifolds. We seek a complementary pair of nonsingular

vector fields; if orientability is assumed, this means our discussion is limited

to the torus. Furthermore, since vector fields are always integrable, we deal

only with integrable almost product structures. Some of these structures will

have torsionless metrics, but some will not.

Kneser [13] has classified topological by regular families of curves on a

torus. The integral curves of a nonsingular vector field form such a family. Ac-

cording to this classification, if there is a closed integral curve, then the family

may be thought of as consisting of a number of bands of closed curves, pos-

sibly with a countable number of bands like Figure 1 and a finite number like

Figure 2 interpolated. The boundaries of each such band are closed trajectories

asymptotic to each trajectory within the band. If there is no closed integral

curve, then either every curve is ergodic, or else we have a highly pathological

situation known as the singular case. A theorem of Denjoy [6] shows that

for a nonsingular vector field of class C2 given in the form dy/dx =f(x, y) with

f(x, y) a doubly periodic function in the plane, the singular case cannot occur.

Van Kampen  [12] simplified the proof considerably, while Siegel  [25] has
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shown how to extend the results to fields not given in this form.

Next we examine what happens when we suppose given an almost product

structure. A few examples will prove instructive. Suppose we consider the

torus given as the square 0^x<l, 0^y<l in the plane, and consider equa-

tions with coefficients of period 1 in x and y. Then

(sin2 wy — l)dx + (sin2 7ry + A)dy = 0,

(sin2 ?ry + A)dx + (1 — sin2 iry)dy = 0

define an almost product structure. Figure 3 gives a picture of this structure.

The dotted lines may or may not be closed curves, depending on the choiec

of A.

y-1

A^)*xX
y = 0

Fig. 3

y-1

y = 0
Fig. 4

With notations as in the preceding paragraph, define another structure by

(1 — sin2 2wy)dx — sin 2vydy = 0,

sin 2irydx + (1 — sin2 2wy)dy = 0.

Figure 4 illustrates this structure. We see that both vector fields have closed

integral curves, and that the closed curves belonging to the two fields are
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homologous. This is a special case of the following result: If one family of

integral curves of an almost product structure on the torus includes a band

of the type illustrated in Figure 2, then any complementary family includes

closed curves which are homologous to those of the first family. In fact, con-

sider a region such as that bounded by AA'B'B in Figure 4. Such a region is

topologically an annulus in the plane. Furthermore, if the curves are para-

metrized, we have integral curves entering this region across both boundaries

(or leaving across both boundaries). Since the vector fields are nonsingular,

the Poincare-Bendixson theorem tells us there is a closed integral curve of the

second field contained within the annulus. Again using nonsingularity this

curve cannot be homologous to zero. Since it cannot cross itself anywhere it

must be homologous to the boundary curves, that is, to the closed integral

curves of the first field.

These examples have been analytic structures. There is no analytic struc-

ture having an infinite number of bands like those in Figure 1; however, a

C°° structure of this type may be constructed by the following method: De-

fine a C°° function p(y) on the interval O^y^l which is zero with all its

derivatives at both endpoints, positive at interior points, and grows as

exp ( —1/y) near the origin. Such a function is constructed in the book of

Steenrod [27, pp. 25-26]. Let q(y)=p(y) sin (1/y) in [0, l], and extend to

a C00 function on the whole real line by periodicity. Then the desired almost

product structure is given by:

q(y)dy — dx = 0,   q(y)dx + dy = 0.

This example was worked out in cooperation with C. W. Misner.

The above examples indicate that the pair of regular curve families defined

by an almost product structure on the torus may involve almost any com-

bination of the types of regular families; combination is restricted only in case

one of the curve families includes a band like Figure 2.

4. Potential theory on the torus. We shall now restrict ourselves to the

case that the almost product structure of the torus can be represented by two

pencils of parallel lines in the plane. In this situation, we can introduce a

torsionless metric and compute specifically the operators d', 8', and A'. This

in turn will enable us to find explicitly the d' cohomology and the A' harmonic

space for the structure.

Let us suppose that the coordinates in the plane are (r, s) and that a torus

is given byO^r^l, O^s^l. Suppose an almost product structure is given

such that local product coordinates (x, y) at the point (a, b) have the form

x = A(r - a) + C(s - b),       y = B(r - a) + D(s - b),        AD - BC ^ 0.

Solving these equations, we may write

r = ax + By + a
(aS-8y)^0.

s = yx + Sy + b
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We define a metric by the equation ds2 = dx2+dy2 in terms of the local prod-

uct coordinates. This definition is clearly valid throughout the torus, for the

local coordinates at any other point may be gotten by translation. Then we

have for a one form $=<f>(r, s)dx+\p(r, s)dy the identities:

dp (    dp drp\
<74> = — dx A dy = I a-\- y — ) dx A dy,

dx \    dr ds/

*$ = — pdx + 4>dy,

dd>
5'$ = _ *rf'*$ =-,

dx

d2<p d24>
A'4> =-dx-dy.

dx2 dx2

Suppose in particular that $=<j>(r, s)dx. Then we have

d2<p (     d d\2
A'4> =-dx = —la-h y— 1 <bdx.

dx2 \    dr ds/

In order to compute the Green's operator for A', we shall use an approach

due to K. Kodaira. He also derived the results here given for X irrational,

where \ = y/a. First, we need the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. 0 is of class C°° if and only if

IZ(1+ \m\2*)(l+ \n\2")\<pmn\2< », p,q = 0,l,- ■■
m,n

where <t> is a square integrable function on the unit square and

oc

<t> =    zZ   <pmne2Ti(mT+ns).

m,n=—oo

This is a long established result. If <j> is CM, the inequality may be proved

by differentiation of the series. Conversely, if the inequality holds, we show

that the series which is of the form of the derivative, converges to the deriva-

tive.

We are now prepared to examine A' more closely, using the explicit formu-

las for A'<t> derived above. If X=y/a is irrational, then ma+ny^O for (m, n)

9^(0, 0). Expanding <p in its Fourier series, we compute

A'$ = 4tt2      zZ      (ma + nyy<pmne2Ti(mr+ns)dx,
(m,n)?t (0,0)

where $ = <pdx. Since ma+ny^O, A'<p = 0 if and only if <p=<poo is a constant.

If 77' is the projection operator on the harmonic space, then T7'$ = 0Oo^x,

while
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$   -   H'<$   = X) <Pmne2Ti(mr+'",).

(77!,n)^(0,0)

Next we wish to find ^=ipdx such that A'SF =<£> — 77'$; that is, A'\p=<p—cpoo.

Assume there exists such a \p. Then, using the explicit formula for A'xp and

equating coefficients in the Fourier series, we find for each (m, n)^(0, 0)

tpmn                                           Cpmn

Ymn  =  - =  - '

4cir2(ma + ny)2      4ir2a2(m + »X)2

while i^oo is arbitrary; let us choose 1^00 = 0. If we can show that Jj/w con-

verges, we will have constructed the Green's operator, while if it fails to con-

verge, the Green's operator does not exist, in the sense that there is no ■p in

£2 satisfying A'ip=<p — H'cp.

Let us suppose first that |wz+«X| ^k/f(\n\), wheref(n) =0(n") for some

integer s>2. By a theorem of Khintchine(3), this inequality holds for almost

all X. Then we have

I I 0™" I  <t>mn \ f( \  U \  ) . .    .        ,
*mn    =  ATTTATAJi-7T77;- *   *"»     w '■

4tt2q;2(w + «X)2 4r2a2k

Hence \ipmn\ 2gk"\ n\ 2°\cpmn\ 2^k"(l + \ n\2s) \cpmn\2, so that the series for ip

converges, using Lemma 4.1 and the fact that <j> is C°°. Using this last in-

equality, we get an inequality for

zZ (1 + \m |2p)(l + I n \2") I \pmn |2 by which we show that $ is C".

Next consider the case that X = 1 + zZn-i 1/TVi • • • TV* where TV, are posi-

tive integers such that TV,-+i>exp (TVi • • • TV*). In this case, we shall con-

struct infinitely many linearly independent <p of Cx for which A'\p=4> — H'cp

has no solution.

Lemma 4.2. Let w/, = TVi • • • TV*. Then njK = mh+Ph where mn is an integer

and 0 <ph < 2 exp (— nj).

In fact, by the definition of X, njK = mn + zZ*=n+i 1/TVa+i ■ ■ ■ TV*.
Now we define <p as follows:

JO for (m, n) ^ (-mh, nj),

(ch exp ( — nh/2)    for (m, n) = (—mh, nj)

where 0<a< |c>,| <b< <x>. To show that <p is C°°, consider

E(l+ |m|2*)(l + \n\2«)\<bmn\2g IZ(1+ \mh\2")(l+ \nh\2*)b2exp(-nh)
m,n nk

= kzZ(l+  I nh\2p+2") exo (-nj) < ».

(3) See Koksma [15, pp. 47-49], for a proof of this theorem.
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Suppose \p exists. Then

1
^-m».»» = ——;-;-—- ch exp (-nh/2)

iir-a2( — mh + WaX)2

so that

i i a
I ̂ -mk.nh I     ̂   7TVT eXP  (3W*/2) -»   °° •

1 Direr

Hence ^„„ exp (2iri(mr+ns)) fails to converge, so that the Green's oper-

ator is not defined for such a cp. On the other hand, it does exist for all cj>

which may be written in the form </>= £mn=-vc/imn exp (2iri(mr+ns)). Such

<p are dense in £2, for by truncating the Fourier series of a real function in

the manner indicated, another real function is obtained. It is clear that the

Green's operator G' is defined for such <j> on account of the finiteness of the

series. This shows that G' is an unbounded operator, since a bounded densely

defined operator may be extended to all of £2.

Next suppose that X is rational, so that X = — M/N in lowest terms. Let

</> be C°° and suppose A'c/> = 0, Looking at the explicit expression for A'c/», we

see thatt/>m„ = 0 for (nt, n)?±(kM, kN), while <pmn is arbitrary for the remaining

terms. Hence cp = £"--» cj>k exp (2wi(Mr + Ns)k). Recalling that X=y/a:

= —M/N, let us write y = LM, ct= —LN and seek an interpretation for the

A' harmonic forms. We have

Mr + Ns = L~l(yr — as) = L~l[(yB - aS)y + (ya - ab)]

= (MB + Na)y + (Ma + Nb).

We have made use of the formula at the beginning of this section for trans-

forming from (r, s) to (x, y) coordinates, noting that aS — By^O. This com-

putation shows that </> is a function of y alone, and is periodic of period

1/(MB + Na). Conversely, any function of y with this period is expandable in

a series of the above type, and so is A' harmonic. (This suggests the inter-

pretation that if X is irrational, the A' harmonic forms are periodic of arbi-

trarily small periods, so constant.)

By an argument used before, if cp is any real function, the function H'cp

= £*"=-» 4>kM,kN exp (2iri(Mr + Ns)k) is also a real function. Restricting our-

selves to the space of cj>—H'4>, and letting A'\p=cj>, we find as before that

$«"> =   ,  , 0/ ""*,—^7    for (w> M) ̂  (kM> kN^>
iw2a2(m + n\)2

*pkM,kN is arbitrary, say zero.

Then G' will be defined if and only if
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^ 4>mn

(.m,n)9ik{M,N) 4ir2a2(m + n\)2

converges. By number theory, we know that if \n\ >N>0 and n^kN, then

\m + rih\ ^1/N. Thus

*•»» ^    N     i -    -
-   S-    4>mn I        for    »    > N,
\ir2a2(m + n\)2        4x2a2  '

so that the series converges and G' is defined.

This analysis has been for form of type (1, 0). For an arbitrary form, the

same analysis may be carried out, since A' acts component-wise.

To complete this section, let us look briefly at the d' cohomology. Suppose

$=cpdx, with cj>= £c6m„ exp (2iri(mr+ns)); then c7'<t> = 0 automatically. If

cj>dx = d'f=df/dx  dx,  where /= £/m„ exp (2iri(mr + ns)),   then

cj>mn = 2iri(ma + ny)fmn.

If X is irrational, we have

/"" =  n    ■   /""',      u f°r (m> ^ * (°> °)>
2ma(m + n\)

/oo       is arbitrary.

If X is of the first type discussed, the series for / converges, so that any <£

with </>oo = 0 satisfies $ = d'f; consequently, the cohomology group is one di-

mensional. If X is of the second type, and cf> is as in the discussion of that

type, then £/,»„ exp (2iri(mr + ns)) diverges; hence, the cohomology group is

infinite dimensional. If X is rational, fmn is arbitrary for (m, n) = (kM, kN), the

series for / converges, and the cohomology group is infinite dimensional. We

may summarize these results in a table valid for forms of type (1, 0):

dimension of dimension of A' does G' exist

d' cohomology harmonic space everywhere in £2
-,-,-

rational °o 00 yes

irrational II 1 yes

irrational II =0 1 no

The example of the torus thus shows that even if the metric is torsionless,

the Green's operator need not exist in the sense of £2. Furthermore, the A'

harmonic space need not be isomorphic to the d' cohomology group; as we

shall see later, the isomorphism does hold on any compact manifold on which

the Green's operator is defined everywhere on £2.

5. The operator A. The purpose of this paragraph is to compare A with

A, and to explore the properties of the latter operator. Both these operators

are positive definite; in fact, they have precisely the same second order terms.
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A commutes with type projection operators, while A does not in general. On

the other hand, A commutes with d and 5, while A fails to commute with

d, 8, d', 8', or any of the other related differential operators. A has an inverse

G, which also fails to commute with these operators. The solutions of A<£ = 0

are precisely those forms, each type component of which is harmonic in the

ordinary sense. It is assumed that the manifold V is compact and C°°.

We begin by finding conditions under which A equals A.

Proposition 5.1. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) A = A.
(ii) A commutes with type projections.

(iii) E,-y = 0 whenever i and j are of different types, while Rhijk = 0 whenever

precisely three indices are of one type, or whenever h and i are of one type and j

and k of the other.

Clearly, the first statement implies the second. To show that the second

and third are equivalent, use the explicit expression

v        h

(A0),-!...,•„ =  — g,'£>i£>j<pi1...ip — zZ RiJPh-■-in-lMn+l---ip
M=l

-  (1/2)     Z-l      £»,,«'»  ViX- • •«li_l»v1 + i- • ■«",-l««"> + l- • -'p
H,v=l

where SD,- is covariant differentiation with respect to the ith variable. This

expression may be found in the book of de Rham [20, p. 131], or that of

Schiffer and Spencer [22, p. 418]. Assume A commutes with type and let

<p be a (1,0) form; examination of this explicit expression for Acp shows that

£,-y = 0 unless i and j are of the same type. Next let <t> be of type (2, 0) or

(0, 2); using the result already obtained for £,y, we can then show that the

assertion about £*<,-* is true. It then follows that the expressions for Acp, <p be-

ing of arbitrary type, preserve type; this proves the converse. It may be

noted that whenever Proposition 5.1 holds, if ix and 72 are of the first type and

ji and ji of the second type, then £i1y1,-2y2 = Ei1y2i2yi; this follows from the iden-

tity on cyclic permutation of the last three indices. The proof of proposition

5.1 will be complete as soon as we prove:

Lemma 5.1. A= I2*.«IL.«AlL.«-

In fact, A=d8 + 8d = A + (d'8" + 8"d')+(d"8' + 8'd"), the three operators

being of types (0, 0), (1, —1), and ( — 1, 1) respectively. Thus if <f> is of type

(t, u), we see that A<p = IL,« A0. But

(~azZU<p)-2ZaII<p=zZII^II<p.
\ t,U / t,U t,U t,U

Proposition 5.1 is a purely local theorem. It holds, in particular, if the
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metric is torsionless, for then statement (iii) is trivially true.

We turn now to the relation between A and A in the general case.

Lemma 5.2. For a form <p'-u of pure type, Ac/> = 0 if and only if A'cj> = 0 and

A"cj> = 0. Ifcp is not of pure type, A'cp =A"cp — 0 implies Acp = 0, but not conversely.

A'cf>=A"cf> = 0 implies that each IJ(.u0 *'5 harmonic.

In fact, A0 = 0 implies that deb = 5c/> = 0, hence that d'ej, = d"cj> = 8'cb = 5"cj> = 0

on account of pureness of type; this means A'c/>=A"c/> = 0. The converse is

proved by simply reversing the steps. If cp is not pure in type, the converse

is still true, but the direct argument fails. The last statement holds by virtue

of the type commutation of A' and A".

Proposition 5.2. Let cj> be a pure form of type (t, u). Then the following are

equivalent statements:

(i) A<£ = 0.
(ii)   II(,uA<£ = 0.
(iii) # = 5c/> = 0.

(iv) d'qb = 8'cp = d"cb = 8"cl> = 0.

(v) A'c/.=A"cA = 0.

(vi) Ac/> = 0.

In fact, (i) implies (ii) by Lemma 5.1. (ii) implies (iii) because 0

= (IL,« A</>, cj,) = (Acf>, cp) = (dep, deb) + (Sep, 5cf>); hence cup = Sep = 0. (iii) implies

(iv) because d'ep and d"cp are of different types. That (iv) implies (v) is obvi-

ous, that (v) implies (vi) is Lemma 5.2, and that (vi) implies (i) follows from

Lemma 5.1.

Let us introduce the following notations:

Hp= {cp\cj> is of degree p, Ac/> = 0},

PC" = {cf>\cp is of type (t, u), Ac/> = 0},

Hp= {</>|</> is of degree p, 4>= £0''", Ac/> = 0, but for each (t, u) either

A'c/><"^0 or A"<£""^0} = {cb\cj> is of degree p, Ac/> = 0, A</>''"^0 for all (t, u)}.

It is then clear that HP = HP® £«,,»-£?'■", where each sum is direct. Since

Hp is finite dimensional, so are Hp and Pf •".

H" = {cj> [cj, is of degree p, Ac6 = 0}.

We wish to show that Hp is the direct sum of Sp and Hp. First, notice

that H = {cp\A'4>=A"cj> = 0}, or otherwise stated, A</> = 0 if and only if A'c6

= A"c/> = 0. For pure forms, this is obvious by Proposition 5.2. Since however,

A, A', and A" all commute with type, the statement immediately extends to

all forms. Next, clearly Hp is contained in Hp; for a£<£''" = 0 implies

A0('" = O, which implies Ac/)'-" = 0, so Ac/> = 0. The inverse containment is false

in general. Again making use of Proposition 5.2, it is now proved that:

Theorem 5.1. 3= £,,„ H'>u, so that Hp = Hp®Hp.
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Having established the relationship between A and A, we now turn to

the study of the latter operator. Our immediate purpose is to establish the

existence of the Green's operator G tor A. We must begin by computing ex-

plicitly the appearance of the operator A in a local product coordinate sys-

tem. To this end, as well as for later use, we compute A'. The computation

follows closely that for the operator A, for which see de Rham [19, pp. 127—

131].
Let

4> =   Z  *<!•■ •.,/!•• •/.<**" A • ■ • A dx1' A dyn A • ■ • A dy'':

Then

(d'<p)kx...kr+iji■■■j, = zZ S*i-■■*'+! 7~.       ' •
Hi) ox1

Suppose ^ is a form with compact carrier contained in the coordinate neigh-

borhood. By writing out explicitly the equation (8'<p, \p) = (<j>, d'\p) and mak-

ing use of the formula for d'\p, we find that

(8'<b)i---irh---j, = ^Z — g-ll2d/dxil(gll2<pil- ■ ■ir'1' ■■'•)

•i

where g is the determinant of the matrix (ga). To get the principal part of

A'<p, we may assume that the g,y are constants. Then

(8'<t>)ki...Ml...,, = - g'ikd/dxi<Pkki...Kh...i,.

Recalling that d'8' + 8'd' =A', using these expressions for d' and 5' and the

identity

i*l•••*,. y *!•••*,      _   -r-v     jni-'-n,-]     *!•••*,

Okmi' - -m, T~ 0k0mi. . .rnr /  ( Omj,- • -mr        Oknx • • -nr_i

in)

we find that

d2
(A'd>)mi.. .m ij...i = — g'" : <pm,.. .mrti .••(,+ • • • ,

dx'dx'

where the missing terms involve first and zero order derivatives of all com-

ponents of (p.

In case the metric is torsionless, we may replace d/dx' by covariant

differentiation, and thus compute A' explicitly. We find that

r

(^•V'-'fil'-'Ji  =   "~   gfl7£>i£)j<t>ii---ir3l--'3l    ~~   2-rf  &*?  0tV"*M-lA*ji+i'--»Yil*-".7«

r

™   \V2)     2-r    ^ipi,   %<Pii- • -ifi-ihiti + i- ' •iv-iii''+i- ■ •irJl- • ■}'»•
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Here 33/ is covariant differentiation with respect to x', while R'ap and R'agys. are

zero unless all indices are of the first type.

Since A=A'+A", it is now clear that

d'2 d2
A = — g'1' —;—; — g"'1-;—: + lower order terms.

dx'dx' dy^y'

To carry out the construction of G, we apply the method of Spencer [26,

pp. 25-31 ]. We shall say that cp is in the domain of A if cp is in the domain of

(the closure of) d', 8', d", and 5", d'ep is in the domain of (the closure of) 5',

etc.(4) Let Ps(c6, iF) = (d'eb, d^)+(8'cj>, 8'iP) + (d"<p, d"iP)+(8"cj>, 8"iP) +s(cp,iP),
for s}±0. li cf> and \p are in the domain of A, then D(cj>, \p) = D0(cf>, \p) = (cf>, A\p)

= (Acf>, ip). Since F is compact, the analog of Spencer's space G is simply the

domain of A. Given 8 in £2(F), define £s(cf>, xp) = D(cj>, \p)+s(cp—y, yp—y),

where y = B/s. By minimizing Es(ep) =Es(cf>, cp) over all cp in its domain, we

obtain a form a satisfying Ds(a, cp) = (8, </>) = (a, Ascf>), where As = A+s. Since

A= — g^dyoVdz'+lower order terms, with gij positive definite, we may apply

the method of Kodaira [14] to construct a parametrix and prove a differen-

tiability lemma. (To define and use the parametrix instead of the elementary

solution, certain modifications of the kind discussed in §6 are required.) We

may then conclude that (A+s)a = A3a = 8, if 8 is C". Define Gs by the equa-

tion Gs8 = a; then it is a symmetric bounded linear transformation on £i(V),

satisfying DS(GS8) S l/s\ GSB\2, where | | denotes the norm in £2(F). Gs8

is in the domain of A, and GsAsc/> = A8Gsc/)=0. A is self-adjoint, since G,

= (AS)_1 is. GB is completely continuous, and H={cp\cp—sGscp = §}. Hence,

there is a unique solution of \p — sGsyp = B orthogonal to H. Define G8=Gsip.

G is the desired Green's operator. It satisfies 8 = AG8 + HB= GAB + HB where

H8 is the projection of 8 on the space S. Furthermore, GH = BG = 0. G is

symmetric and completely continuous.

G fails to commute with d, d', and the other related operators; this pre-

vents our proving an analog to Hodge's theorem. In fact, we have the follow-

ing:

Proposition 5.3. Let A be an operator such that HA=*AH = 0. Then

GA-AG = G(AA-AA)G.

Since B(GA-AG)=0, we have GA-AG= GA(GA-AG) = GA -GAAG
= GA-GAAG+GAAG-GAAG. Since GAAG= GA(I-B) = GA where lis
the identity operator, we get G^4 —^4G= GAAG—GAAG.

By reason of this proposition, we need only show that d', 8', d", 8", A',

A", d, 8, and A are orthogonal to 8 and fail to commute with A. These

demonstrations are trivial.

This paragraph has established that A = A if and only if A commutes with

(4) For the definition and properties of the closure of an unbounded operator in Hilbert

space, see Riesz and Nagy [21, Chapter viii].
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type, that H is the space which consists of all ordinary harmonic forms of

pure type, and that A has an inverse G which fails to commute with the

differential operators we are concerned with. In the concluding paragraph,

we shall discuss A', which differs from the usual Laplacians by being semi-

definite. For A', the operators Gi may be defined, but are not completely

continuous; thus the construction used here to get G fails, and in fact as we

have seen, G' does not always exist in the sense of being everywhere defined in

£2. It does exist as a densely defined operator; the next paragraph will prove

this as well as other properties of G' and A'.

6. Green's operator for A'. Let Drx be the sheaf of germs of r forms which

depend on x alone, and similarly for D\. A section <p of Dx is expressible in a

local product coordinate system as cp = zZw 4>h- ■ ■ir(x)d,x'il/\ ' ' ' /\dx':

Let £ be the direct sum ^r,, Drx/\DSV; then a section of E has the local ex-

pression

4> = zZzZ <l>i1...ir(x)dxi> A • • • A dx1' A *ji---j.(y)dyil A • • • A dy':
r,«    (OO)

We shall show that in the case of a compact almost product manifold with

torsionless metric, the Green's operator is defined for all C°° sections of E.

For this purpose, we shall define the notion of coherent subsheaf B of E; by

considering each C°° section of E as a section of some B, we construct the

Green's operator, applying the method of Morrey and Eells [16, Chapter II ],

in order to do so. This approach to the problem was suggested by Professor

D. C. Spencer.

A subsheaf (Sj tt', X) ol a sheaf (S, ir, X) is an open set S' in S, with

projection ir' which is ir restricted to S', such that the stalk Sj is a subvector-

space of the stalk Sx. A coherent subsheaf B of E is a subsheaf such that

given any point p in V, there is a neighborhood Up and a set of forms

Ti, • • • . yx with yi a section of Dsy over Up, such that any cp in the stalk Bq

tor q in Up maybe expressed as zZ^iAyt, this expression being valid in some

Uq contained in Uv. Here TV=7V(p) and s = s(yj). We might express this by

saying that in any sufficiently small neighborhood, any section of B depends

upon a finite number of fixed forms in y; or more briefly, B is finite in y.

Proposition 6.1. Let 4>i, ■ • ■ , <pt be a finite set of sections of E. Then there

exists a coherent subsheaf B of E such that <j>i, ■ ■ ■ , <t>t are sections of B.

Each <pt is expressible as cpi=zZi<Pijf\yn m some sufficiently small

neighborhood of any point p of the manifold V. Take a neighborhood Up of p

small enough so that every <pi is so expressible. V being compact, it is covered

by a finite number of such neighborhoods, say { Ua}. We define B as a sheaf

of germs in the following way: Consider a basis { Wg} of open sets of V such

that each Wg is contained in some Ua. If WB is contained in U^(~\ ■ ■ ■ C\U,

but in no other sets of { F7„}, take as the set of sections Fp over Wg the set
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•1*0=   £*,!•• -ir(x)dx" A • • • A dx» AtiI
V     I r,k,(i) I

where yk is one of the y;y associated to one of the neighborhoods C„, • • • , U„

If Wa is contained in Wp, we map Pp into Fa by restriction; going to the direct

limit, we get the desired sheaf B. The stalk of B at p consists of germs of

the form £* cpk/\yk, where yk is any one of the y,y defined in any Ua contain-

ing p.

We have thus established that any section of E is also a section of some

coherent P. Next we define certain function spaces associated to B which

will be useful in constructing the Green's operator. We shall be concern-

ed with two inner products. The first, denoted by (co, cp), is defined as the

usual inner product of forms on a manifold. The second is defined by

((co, *))„' = (co, *) + £  f        £     *»*•••"'■••'-    *+*••■<*-'.  dxdy
«   Jua  (i)U)i «x' dx1

where U is a finite covering { Ua}. The subscript U will usually be omitted.

The space £2(P) is the completion in the first norm of the set of C°° sections

of P; the space 6>2 (B) is the completion in the second norm.

Proposition 6.2. Every form in £2(P) is expressible locally as £t/>,-Ay,,

with the cj>i ordinary square integrable forms in x and yi the forms in y generating

the coherent sheaf. Forms in (P2 (B) are expressible as £</>,A7» with y, as before

and epi forms in (P2 in x space.

The concept of (P2 is defined and its properties given in Morrey and Eells [l 6 ].

This proposition states that the forms in £2(P) may be expressed by means

of the same forms y< in y as are used to express the C°° sections of B; or that

£2(P) is finite in y; and similarly for <?i(B). To prove it, let {cp,,} be a se-

quence of C°° sections of B such that {cp,,—cp,\2—»0 as p., p—>c°, where \a\2

= (a, a). Then

I cA„ - cb,\2 ^   f  £r«><*)0>(»(^ _ ^)(!)U)(c6M - <p,)<h)ll)gUHxdy
J u

where U= UXX Uy is a local product coordinate neighborhood which is one

of the defining neighborhoods for P, and

p' ufci  .  .  .  a' hkr

0

a'irk\.   .   .   .   „'irkr

r(0<*>0'MO  =
g"hi\ .  .  . g"hl,

0 •

g"irll  .   .   . g"i,l,
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Hence \fa — <p,\ 2 = KfuzZ(i)U) [(<Pf—'pr)(i)U)]idxdy, using the relation between

the given Riemann metric and the Euclidean metric on the space U. We have

on U the relation xp= Z^iAy* for all \p€jT(B, U). It may be assumed that

zZ yu)P/U)kdy = 8jk,
J Uy   Cj)

for the yy may be orthonormalized by the Gram-Schmidt process. Writing

<pil= zZ<l>uiAyi, a formula valid for the restriction of <p„ to U, we have

| fa ~ fa12 = K j     zZ     [(fa - <P*)u)jyu)j]2dxdy

= K   zZ    I    i(fa ~ fa)d)j\2dx I    y<j)jdy
(«) U)l   J u, J Uy

= K2~Z \    [(fa    ~    fa)(.i)j]2dx
d)iJ Ux

->    0.

Thus each </>, = lim #„< is in £2(Ux) as asserted, and ^>= X/^iA7i> valid in U.

In particular, all functions in <£2(E) are C°° in y. Similar statements clearly

hold for the Hilbert space (P2 (B).

The following proposition is fundamental to our theory, just as it is in

the work of Morrey and Eells [16]; its usefulness is that it enables us to

minimize the Dirichlet integral and know immediately that the minimizing

form is nonzero. The finiteness of £i(B) in y is an essential hypothesis.

Proposition 6.3. Let coa—>« weakly in G>2 (B). Then ug—^co strongly in £i(B).

Since clearly (P2 (B) is a vector subspace of £2(E), we know cog and up are

in £2(B). Let { Ua} be a finite covering of the manifold by coordinate cubes

which are characteristic neighborhoods for the sheaf B. Since the integrand is

everywhere positive, we have

f   rco(*>«><i>(Wl, _ «)(ow>(«u - <*)<*ni)gutdxdy
J Va

<\ 9

I  O>0  —  CO I L

<kLZ\   r<»»w>t»(«»i - u)WU)(a, - co)m(l)gll2dxdy.

Hence, it is necessary and sufficient to prove convergence in each coordinate

system. Using the relation between the norms in the metrics ga and 8<y, we

have
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Pi I       £   [(«fl ~ <*)(i)U)]2dxdy
J va ti) u)

S  f   r(«>»>«>(»(«/,-eo)(ow)(«p-«)Cb){i)g1'Va«fy

S Ki I       £  [(cop - o})(i)U)]2dxdy
J ua  «) U)

= Pj I      £[(«/»- w)(0.-]2rf*

where cofl= £wa,Ay» and co= £coiA7i, the y,- being orthonormal in Ua. The

final integrand is a finite sum because there are a finite number of %•. We

have made use of Proposition 6.2. A lemma of Morrey and Eells [16, pp. 99-

100], states that

f     I /(*) - f* \2dx S p/3 ~th2f    (~\dx,
J ua* *-i      J vax \ ox*/

where/* is the average value of /over the p cube of side h, that is over Uax,

and / is assumed to be in (P2'. More generally, if Uax is cut up into smaller

cubes of side e, and co* is the step function defined by taking the average of co

over each small cube, then

/'    i                  *   i                    f     v^/3w(oA2I C3(i)i(x) - co(i),-|2c7x S p/3 e2 I        £1-—1 cfx.
vax                                                     J uax *=i\ dxk /

Summing over (i) and i, we get

/£ I "(mix) - u*i)i\2dx S />/3e2||co||'
U„    (Oi

where ||co||'= ((co, co))'; a similar equation holds for each cop. ||co||' and ||cop||'

are uniformly bounded because of weak convergence in 6>i (B); thus the right

hand side may be made less than e/3 independently of 8. On the other hand,

we have for the average values

I        £  I «0(O» — U(i)i\2dx < —
J vax («)< 3

for 8 sufficiently large, since the weak convergence of co^ to co3 in <?2 (B) im-

plies the weak convergence of upt to cop in £2(Uax), and this in turn implies

strong convergence in £2( Uax) of the average values. Combining these facts,

/£ I «(«<(*) — «0«)iO*O \2dx < e
uax (»)•■
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for 0 sufficiently large. This completes the proof of the proposition.

Next we define the Dirichlet integral D'(u) = (d'u, d'co)+(8'co, 8'u). d' and

5' are bounded operators from (Pi (B) into £i(B), while D'(cS) is lower semi-

continuous with respect to weak convergence in (Pi (B). This fact, combined

with the lemmas about to be proved and with Proposition 6.3, will enable

us to construct the Green's operator as the solution of a minimizing prob-

lem.

Lemma 6.1. Let

D'o(oj) =    zZ      I   (dL»(i)U)/dxk)2dxdy,
(i)U)k    J U

while 8i, Ao', and (</>, \p)0 refer to 8', A', and (<p, xp) computed in the euclidean

norm. Let e>0 and let xo be a point in V. Then there is a coordinate sphere U

about Xo and constants k and I such that

£77 (co) ̂  (1 - e)Do(u) - l(w, co)

for any co whose support is in U, where a> is of class C°°.

Lemma 6.2. For each coordinate covering U there exist constants £u>0 and

L\x such that

D (co) ^ £u||co||u — 7u(co, co).

Lemma 6.1 is proved by a method of Gaffney [9]. By Stokes formula,

using the fact that « vanishes on the boundary, we show easily that

(Aoco, co)0 = (d co, do)o + (5oco, 5oco)o = 7>o(co).

Using a linear transformation consistent with the local product structure,

we may change coordinates in the neighborhood of x0 so that giy(O) = 5,-y.

Then

7>o(co) =   I d co |o +  | 50co |o ^ Ci[ | d'w \2 +  \ 5oco |2]

^ 2Ci[ | cj'co |2 +  | S'co |2 +  | 5'co - S0co |2].

The proof will be completed if we can show that | 5'co —50'co| 2gC2|w|2

+ e/2CiE0'(co). A component of 8'co —50'co has the form

- Z(g'M-5»)aco«2...iryI...y./ax*

+ hh ■ ■ ■ g,-r*rr1/2(a/a^l)(g1/Vl!l • • • g»',r)«i,-Wf.y.;

the first term vanishes at the origin by our choice of coordinate system. Thus,

the integral of such terms may be made small by choosing the neighborhood

sufficiently small. The second term has bounded coefficients, so the part of
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the norm due to it may be made less than C2\u)\2.

Lemma 6.2 follows from Lemma 6.1 by a proof of Morrey and Eells

[16, p. 121]. Choose a finite covering by neighborhoods of the type described

in Lemma 6.1, and a partition of unity £</><* subordinate thereto. If Lemma

6.2 were false, there would be a sequence {cop} of forms such that D'(cop)

and \cop\2 were uniformly bounded, but ||cop||'—><*>. Similar statements hold

for {c/^cop} for some a and a subsequence of oip. But this contradicts Lemma

6.1.
We are now prepared to carry out the construction of the Green's oper-

ator. Let cj> be a section of P = £t% /\Dsy, and let P be a coherent sheaf hav-

ing cp as a section, d'ep is a section of B; so are 5'* and A'cb by reason of the

torsionless metric. We construct the Green's operator G' in £2(B); later we

show that a different choice of B would lead to the same G'cp.

Lemma 6.3. Let 3E be a subspace in £2(B). Then either there is no form of

Sfd which is in (P2 (B) or there exists co0 in <3\lf\(?2' (B) with | coo|2 = 1 and which

minimizes D'(u>) among all such forms.

Again we draw our proof from Morrey and Eells. Choose a sequence

{cop} such that \cop\ 2 = 1, cop^yVLf^S'i (B), and D'(cop) approaches its infimum.

By Lemma 6.2, \\cop\\' are uniformly bounded. Choose a subsequence converg-

ing weakly in <P2 (B) to some form co0. By Proposition 6.3, cop converges

strongly to co0 in £2(B). Also, P'(co) is lower semi-continuous with respect to

weak convergence in (92(B). This concludes the proof.

Lemma 6.4. The subspace H'(B) consisting of forms in <?2 (B) satisfying

d'co — 5'co = 0 is finite dimensional.

Using Lemma 6.3, construct a sequence cop of forms in £2(B) such that

coi minimizes D'(a>) over £2(B)C\(P2(B), co2 minimizes D'(co) over (£2(P)0coi)

r\G>2(B), etc., where £2(P)0o>i is the orthogonal complement of coi in £2(B).

If D'(ccp) were zero for all 8, we would have an infinite orthonormal sequence

of forms converging strongly in £2(P) to a form of norm 1, which is impos-

sible. For more details, see the paper of Morrey and Eells [16, p. 122].

Lemma 6.5. D'(u>) ^Xo||co||'/or any co in (P2 (B) which is orthogonal to H'(B).

For the proof, see Morrey and Eells [16, p. 122].

We are now in a position to state a theorem which, when combined

with a differentiability theorem, will give us the Green's operator.

Theorem 6.1. Let co0 be a form in £2(B) orthogonal to H'(B). Then there

exists a unique form U0 in (P2 (B) and orthogonal to H'(B) such that

(d'Q0, d't) + (S'Q0, S'f) = (coo, f)

for all f in &i (B). Furthermore, the map from co0 to % is a bounded linear trans-

formation from £2(B) into (?2(B).
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The proof follows one of Morrey and Eells [16, pp. 122-123]. We define

7'(co) =7F(co)— 2(co, co0), and establish the existence of a minimizing form fi0

for 7'(co). Examination of the minimizing conditions leads to a proof of the

theorem.

If Qo were sufficiently differentiable, we would have

(d'Qo, d't) + (5'Do, 8'f) = (A'flo, t) = (coo, f)

for all f in (Pi(B), which is dense in £2(B); hence A'fl0=co0. We then define

Gbco0 = S0. We can complete the construction of the Green's operator in £2(B)

if we prove the following:

Theorem 6.2. Let V be a compact almost product manifold with torsionless

metric, and let B be a coherent subsheaf of E. If (Qo, A'f) = (co0, f) for all f in

£2(B) which are C00, and if co0 is in £2(B) and is C°°, then Q0 is C°°.

We cannot prove this theorem outside £2(B) without some restriction; for

example, the forms in £2 satisfying A'fi = 0 may depend upon y in an arbitrary

£2 fashion, at least in the case of a product space.

Since the metric is torsionless, the measure induced on a local product

coordinate neighborhood is a product measure. Hence, Fubini's theorem ap-

plies, so that we may integrate over the neighborhood by integrating with

respect to x and y successively. Thus in the neighborhood of any point, we

may choose a local basis {7,-} for B such that it is orthonormal on the space of

y coordinates. Any form in £i(B) may then be shown to be C°° if and only if

in each such neighborhood cj>= zZifa(x) Aj i(y) with each <pi(x) CM. In fact,

let <f> be CM; since 7;(y) is C°°, so is

*/!■■• ;.*>••• *.-.Yj (y)(g(y))      dy    A---Ady       .
U) (*)

Thus

IZ   fan--.<,(*h«,..-Ay)y)"'J'(y)(g"(y))+ll2dA a • • •
0)

A dx' /\dy  A • • • Ady

and its integral over y are also. By the orthonormality, this integral is

cpih...idxh/\ • ■ • Adx'', which is therefore C°°.

These facts enable us to restrict our consideration to forms co0 and f which

have their support contained in some local product coordinate neighborhood,

and such that they are expressible as a single term fa-Ayi- The proof of the

theorem then follows the method of Kodaira [14, pp. 608-626]. We begin
by choosing in this neighborhood orthonormal coordinates consistent with

the local product structure; we now show that if the metric is torsionless,

such coordinates exist.
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Let (x1, • • • , x", y1, • • • , y3) be local coordinates, and define

Ay = £ g'jk(x)dx"/dt,        Yj = £ g!k(y)dy/dt

where / is a multiple of the arc length along a geodesic. Define the Hamil-

tonian H(x, y, X, Y) = 1/2 £,,* g'«<(x)XiXk + l/2 £,-,* g"^(y) YiYk=H'(x, X)

+H"(y, Y).  _
The equations for a geodesic are:

dxl/dt = dH'/dHXi,     dXi/dt = - dH'/dx\     i = 1, • • ■ , p

dy/dt = dH"/dYi,        dYi/dt = - dE"/dy\    i = 1, • • • , q.

Two of these equations involve only x, the other two only y. Hence,

given a point (£, -n) and a velocity (S, H), there is one and only one solution

of these equations satisfying x"'(0; f, S) =%', X((0; £, S) =S,, y*(0; 17, H) =77*,

and Yi(0; 77, H) = H;. The solutions are C°° in / and the other variables, and

define for fixed (£, ?j) a system of normal coordinates (S1, • • ■ ,SP, H1, • • • ,H«)

in the neighborhood of 1 = 0. Here E* = g''"Hi, etc. In terms of the normal co-

ordinates (S, H) of a point p in a coordinate system with origin q, we have

for the distance r(p, q) the formula

riP, q) = (Z COOS'S* + £ giliriWW^    .

Here (£, 17) are the coordinates at q. Now there exist ^y'"(£) of C°° such that

«i«)=X)?-iTOro and similarly for ^'"M- Setting 0' = £y TO3>
and lr>=£/A;"H'', we find r2(p, q)=(cp")2 + W')2. Then (</>', ••• , cj>p,

'r'1, • • • , Ir'*) form a set of local product coordinates known as orthonormal

coordinates.

The existence of these coordinates and of the product measure justifies

our working in the x space alone to construct a parametrix y'. Let UXX Vy be

a local product coordinate neighborhood of the kind occurring in the defini-

tion of B, and let UXx be contained in Ux and such that the distance measured

in x space from Uu to the boundary of Ux is greater than 3p. Let (x, £) be a

point in UXX UXx. Then there exists a differential form y' such that:

(i) y'=y'i1--tTkv-.ir(x, Odx^A ■ ■ • Adx^Ad^A ■ ■ ■ A^*r is C°° in x and

in £ except on the diagonal of UxXUXx. If r'(x, £) is the geodesic distance

between x and £ considered as points of x space, then [r'(x, ir)]p-2y'(x, £) is

Cw for x = £ and p>2. If p = 2, [log r'(x, £)]y'(x, 0 is C°° for x = £.

(ii) For fixed £, the carrier of y'(x, £) has diameter less than p for some

given p>0.

(iii) A/y'fx, f) =t7'(x, £) is a form of class C" in x and in £. Here Ax is by

definition ordinary A in x space.

The construction may be made by the method of Kodaira [14, pp. 608-

626], which gives an elementary solution such that A/7'(x, £) =0. By cutting
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off the power series for 7' after a finite number of terms, convergence ques-

tions are avoided; by taking a sufficiently large number of terms, q'(x, £)

may be made C" for some preassigned v. Using the parametrix, we may then

prove: (6)

(1) If # is a form in £i(B) which is Cx, cf>=<p'(x) Ay(y), and the carrier

S(tf>) is contained in F7ixX Vv, then \p(x,y) =/&(£, y) A *a'(x, £) is C", 6(iF) is

contained in UXX Vy, and A'\p(x, y) =c6(x, y)+/$(?■, y)A *iq'(x, £)•

(2) If 7; is a form in £2(F>) which is C00, r\ = r\'(x) Aj(y), and S(tj) is con-

tained in UXX Vv, then fxA'i](x, y) A * xy'(x, £)=»,(£, y) +fxv(x, y)A * xq'(x, £).

(3) For any a in £2(E) on UixX Uy with a = a'(x) Ay(y),

J" «(€, y) A * tq'(x, ©

is C". In these equations, * x is defined as that operator such that the second

integrand in (2) becomes

r?i1...iry1.../,(x, y)g"1-•■**,...*,(*, fXg'O*})1'2^1 A • • • Acfx" Ad^1 A ■ ■ ■

A d?' A dyh A ■ • • A </y>-

while * { is that operator such that the integrand in (3) becomes

«,1....ry1-.-y.(l, y)qkx..-kr *~;Hx, Z)(g'(Z))ll2de A • • • A dp A dx* A ■ • ■

A dxkr A dy" A • • • A <7y'*.

Thus *x is ( —l)ps times the ordinary * computed in x space by ignoring

the other variables and differentials, while *j is ( — l)pm+T times the ordinary

* in £ space. Here m = r+s.

The analogous statements for A are unpublished results of Kodaira. To

prove the differentiability statements, we use:

Lemma 6.6. Let u(r') be a function of r' such that \p(r')\ ^c/r'""1, c a con-

stant, and p.(r') =0 for r'^2p. Let W(x, £) be a double form of C°° for £ in

UixX Vy and x in UxX F„. Let c&(£, y) be in £2(B), be C°°, satisfy <p =<p'(x) Ay(y)

and have &(<p) contained in UixX Vy. Then

*(*, y) = f P(rj(x, *))*& y) A * iW(x, £)
J t

is C°° with (50/0 contained in UXX Vy.

Introduce orthonormal coordinates (6l, ■ ■ ■ , 6P, y1, ■ ■ ■ , y") with center

x. Writing the integral in terms of these coordinates, we bound it by an

expression which is essentially fs(2e)f'l~pd9l ■ ■ ■ ddp, where S(2e) is a ball of

(6) Added in proof. A construction of the paramatrix by the method of Kodaira, as well as

another exposition of Kodaira's proof of the differentiability theorem, may be found in [28].
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radius 2e in euclidean p space. Since this integral converges absolutely and

uniformly, we may interchange differentiation and integration, which proves

the theorem.

The differentiability statement in (1) is an immediate consequence of

this result, since y'(x, £) has the desired form by construction (see Kodaira

[14, p. 618]). For statement (3), we have

—I J a(H,y)A*iq'(xl + e,x2, ■ ■ ; xp, £) - J   «({, y) A * iq'(x\ x2, ■ ■ ■ , x', £)]

=   f «tt, y)/\* t — [q'ix1 + e, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x", £) - q'(x\ x2, ■ • • , xp, {)];

since the expression in brackets converges to dq'(x, £)/dxl uniformly with

respect to £, the integral has a first derivative with respect to x1. Similarly

we show that the integral has continuous derivatives with respect to x, and

indeed up to the same order as the kernel. The remainder of statement (1) is

an immediate consequence of (2). Indeed, supposing (2) holds, we have for

Cxv

fa, A'*) = (A'%ib) = (^A'v, Jc6fe y)A*a'ix, Q\

= U, J  A'v(x, y)A*xy'(x, H)\ = (4>,r,) + U, J v(x, y)A*,q'(x, £))

= iv, <t>) + (v, ftit, y)Auq'i*, 0);

therefore (1) holds. Here we have used the interchange of order of an inte-

gration involving the singular kernel y'; however, since y' is 0(r'p~2), the

integrals converge absolutely and Fubini's theorem applies. Conversely, by a

similar proof, statement (1) implies statement (2).

In order to complete the proof of (1) and (2), we reduce to the case of a

0 form. Notice that (1) may be written

cb(x, y) = [A' J   - f A'x\ <M, y)A* rf(x, Q.

Referring to the explicit formula for A' in the case of a torsionless metric,

we find that A' has the property of acting in the x space independently of the

other variables; hence, A' and Ax operate in the same way. Let us write the

components of y' as a matrix iy"$,) with rows (i) and columns (k) and the

components of cp as a matrix (cpti)U)) with rows (j) and columns (i). Then our

equation becomes

(*»>«>(*, y)) = (a'J - JA'((y'{i] (*,$)) (*«,(/)& y))(g'(mmdi ---df
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as is easily checked by writing down the original integral in terms of the

components of the forms. Furthermore, the finiteness of

I   | dF(x, £)/dx | dxd%

implies that differentiation and integration may be interchanged. Applying

this to our matrix equation, we find it reduces to

(<p(k)<j)(x, y))

= - JZ g'ik(x)(-^-r f - f  ~^rr) [r'(x, S)]2-p(fak)U)($, y))dV,
Xdx'dx* J j      J j   dx'dx* /

where dV=(g'(£))1'2d£1 • • • d£p, for all other terms of Ajy'(x, £) are 0(r'x~p)

or better, so that the integrals converge absolutely and the interchange of

differentiation and integration is valid. Picking off the components of this

matrix formula, we are reduced to the case of a function, as desired.

We now prove statement (2) for functions. First, since 5 = 0, *x becomes

the same as * computed in x space; we have already seen that A' and Aj

may be identified. For the remainder of the proof, we shall require that our

operations be in x space and be unaffected by the other variables present;

we shall denote such operations by affixing ' to the symbols. Our theorem then

says, for a scalar t),

rid, y) = f v(x, y) A * 'A'y'(x, i) - J a'v(x, y)A* 'y'(x, 0

=  -   f d'*'(y'd'V - r,d'y').
J x

To show that the last expression equals the given one, commute *' with the

scalar, apply d' to each term, replace d' *' by — * '5', and use A' = 8'd' which

holds for a scalar. Let Se be an e sphere about £, TS be the boundary of Ux,

and 0, the volume bounded by these surfaces. Then, by Stokes' theorem

( d'*'(y'd'v - Vd'y') = lim   f d'*'(y'd'V - i,d'y')
J e->0   J 0,

= - lim   |    *'(y'd'r, - r,d'y') = lim   f   * VV,

the last equality holding because the area of Se is 0(ep~l) while y' is 0(e2~p)

and d'r) is bounded. This last expression equals

lim l/(p - 2)cop f r)*'d'[r'(x, 0]2~p
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because the other terms of y' are 0(r,3~p). Here cop is the area of the unit p

sphere; the constant factor comes from the explicit expression for y' (Kodaira

[14, p. 618]). Since -n is C°°, \ rj(x, y) — rj(^, y)\ =0(e) on Sf, this enables us to

write for the integral

7^-lim   f   *'d'[r'(x,£)]2-p
(p —  2)03p   t-*0   J se

=  /^     lim \-(P - V/2'-" f   *'d'V(x, {)]»].
(p - 2)wp  MiL J st J

Again applying Stokes' theorem and integrating over the interior of S„

making use of the explicit expression for d' *'d'[r'(x, £)]2= — *'A'[r'(x, £)]2,

we get finally

f v(x, y)A * 'AY(x, £) -   f A'v(x, y)A * 'y'(x, t) = ,({, y)
J x J x

which completes the proof of the formulas for the parametrix.

We may now prove Theorem 6.2 as follows:

Let f be an arbitrary form in £2(P) of C°° in x with small carrier and let

6(x, y)=/,f(£, y)A*»y'ix, £) so that B(x, y) is also C°° in x, and A'0(x, y)

=r(*. y)+Uii, y)A*a'ix, 0- Then

(I) (coo, e) = (Oo, A'e) = (o„, f) + ((o0(z, y), j rft, y) A * rf(*, £)),

(II) (coo,0) =  j    wa(x,y)A*e(x,y) =  f   wo(x,y)A*\    f f($, y) A * a'i*, l)\
J X,V J X,V L a)   £ J

= f tt£, y) A * [ J co0(x, y) A * *y'(*, £)]

= (r(f,y), [ooix, y) A *</(*, ?)),

(III) (a0(*,y),   fffoy) A •#'(*,*))

= J o0(x, y)A* [ J f(S,y)A *{?'(*,£)]

= J f (£, y) A * [ J flo(*. y) A * *<?'(*, {) J

= (fft.y),  f «<>(*, y)A*«$'(*,{))•
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Substituting (II) and (III) in (I), which holds for a dense set of forms f, we

find that as an equation in £2(E)

fio(£, y) = I w0(x, y)A**y'(*, £) - I Qo(x, y)A**?'(x, £);

the first integral is C°° in £, while the second is C" in £. Both integrals being in

£2(E), they are Cx in y. As we have previously remarked, it is sufficient to

consider the case that co0 is locally the product of a form in £ with a form in

y, and that flo has the same property. It follows that each integral is C" in

all variables together. Hence the equation holds pointwise, and flo(x, y) is C"

for every v, therefore C°°. This proves Theorem 6.2.

Combining Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we can construct the Green's operator.

First let us close the operators d' and 5'(4). Then by a method of M. H. Stone

(for which see Gaffney [9, pp. 434-435]) we can show that A' = d'8' + 8'd' is a

self-adjoint operator, in particular is also closed. Now, applying Theorem 6.1,

we know that given coo orthogonal to H'(B), we can find fio orthogonal to

H'(B) such that (d'Qo, d'f) + (5'O0, S'D = («o, f); if co0 is C°°, then by Theorem

6.2 Q0 is C°°, whence A'Qo=co0. Define G'b(co0) =&o'> then A'G^coo = co0. In par-

ticular, H'Bcp is C°° tor any cp, so that 4> — H'B<p is C°° if cp is. Now let <p bean

arbitrary form in £2(E), and let {<pa} be a sequence of C°° forms approximat-

ing cp. Then {coa=cia — H'Bcpa} is a sequence of C°° forms approximating

a>=4>—II'B<p, and each coa satisfies A'G'BCoa=coa. G'B is a bounded operator by

Theorem 6.1, since | G'bco0| ^||G'bC00||'^£| co0| . Hence G'Boa—>GjjCo, while

A'G'£coa = coa^co. Since A' is a closed operator, we have A'G'b« = w. Let us de-

fine G'Bcp = G'Bco. Then A'G'B(p=(p-H'B<p. If <p is in H'(B), then G'scp = 0; hence

G'BH'B<p = 0. Also H'BG'B<p = 0 by Theorem 6.1. It follows immediately that

G'B is a symmetric operator on £2(E), and G'BA'cp=(p — H'B<p tor all <p in the

domain of A'. We summarize these results in the following theorem:

Theorem 6.3. There is defined on the Hilbert space £2(E) a bounded sym-

metric operator G'B such that A'G'Bcp = G'BA'<p =<p — H'Bcp and G'BH'Bcp = H'BG'B<p

= 0.

Suppose now B is a subsheaf of the coherent sheaf C, and let ci be in

£2(E). Since <j> is then also in £2(C), we may define 77'cc6 and G'cfa We wish to

show that H'c<p = H'B<p, from which it will follow that G'c<p = G'B<p. In fact,

then the difference G'b4> — G'c<p satisfies

A'(G'B<p - G'cfa = <$> - H'ri - <p + H'ccp = 0,

H'c(GB<p - G'cfa = h'bG'b<P - HcG'cp = 0,

so that G'Bcp-G'c<p = 0.
Now £2(E) is a subspace of £2(C), so that we may write an orthogonal

decomposition £2(C) = £2(E) ©2D. For c6 in £2(C), we have 4>=0+a. Since
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A' is a self-adjoint operator on £2(B) and on £2(C), c/> in the domain of A'

implies that 8 and hence a are also; this in turn implies that A' is a self-

adjoint operator on S. In particular, if A'cf> = 0, then A'8=A'a = 0; hence, we

may choose a base of H'(C) by choosing one of H'(B) and adjoining certain

forms orthogonal to H'(B). These base forms define a kernel for the projec-

tion operator PC?. If we let this kernel operate on a form in £2(P), it is clear

that its action is the same as that of the kernel for H'B; hence H'B<p = II'ccb.

This completes the proof that G'stp is independent of the choice of coherent

subsheaf B oi E containing <p; for if B and C are any two such sheaves, we

may find another such D having B and C as subsheaves. Our final theorem

may then be stated as follows:

Theorem 6.4. Let V be a compact almost product manifold with torsionless

metric. Let cp be a C°° section of the sheaf E= £r,s D'sADsy. Then there is a C°°

section G'<p of E such that A'G'<p = G'A'4>=<p-H'4> and G'H'cS> = H'G'cj> = 0. In

these equations, G'cp = G'b4> and H'cp = H'scb by definition, where B is any coherent

subsheaf of E having cp as a section. G' commutes with d' and 8'. G' is not in

general a bounded operator on the Hilbert space of all square integrable forms on

the manifold.

We have proved all but the last two sentences. The commutation follows

from an argument analogous to the proof of Proposition 5.3, by noticing that

d' and 5' commute with A'. If G' were bounded and densely defined, it would

be everywhere defined. However, we saw in §4 that G' may be densely de-

fined without being everywhere defined; hence it must in general be un-

bounded. It is instructive to compare Theorem 6.4 more closely with the

example of §4; in that example, G' is defined for all C° functions whose

Fourier series have a finite number of terms. Such functions are sections of

the sheaf P.

Theorem 6.5. Let V be a compact almost product manifold with torsionless

metric. Then the d' cohomology of sections of the sheaf E is isomorphic to the

space of A' harmonic sections of E, the isomorphism being given by assigning to

each cohomology class the unique harmonic form contained in it.

In fact, Theorem 4 gives rise to decomposition cf> = d'8'G'cp + 8'd'G'cp+II'cp

which together with the equation d'G' = G'd' implies the theorem.

Theorem 6.5 implies that P2 in a certain spectral sequence is isomorphic

to Ex. We define this spectral sequence as follows: Let A'-' be the set of C00

sections of the sheaf P of type (r, s) and let the filtration module FPA

= £rBp,8*o^4r'8. Then Pi is the d" cohomology of C° sections of P; this is

isomorphic to the set of A" harmonic sections of P. P2 is then isomorphic to

the quotient of these elements of H" satisfying d'H"cp = d"ip by these of the

form d'\p+d"r). Using the decomposition given by Theorem 6.4, we get

P"ci = d'8'G'H"cj> + S'd'G'H"ct, + H'H"cj>;
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using commutation of d' with G'and inserting the fact that d'H"<p = d"\p,

we get

77"cA = d'8'G'H"<p + 8'G'd"P + H'H"<p.

By torsionlessness, 8'd"+d"8' = 0, while by integrability, d'd"+d"d'=0;

consequently, d"A'=A'd". Let T]=d"H'cp—H'd"cp; applying A' to this equa-

tion, we see that 17 is in 77'. On the other hand,

A'(G'd"<p - d"G'fa) = A'6 = v;    thus    (r,, rj) = (A'd, v) = (6, A'r,) = 0.

Thus the following commutation relations hold: d"A'=A'd", d"H'=H'd",

d"G' = G'd", and d"8'=-8'd". Using these in the decomposition of 77"c/>,

we find

H"<p = d'8'G'H"<p - d"8'G'iP + H'H"<p.

Since H'H"<p cannot be cohomologous to II'II"\p unless they are equal, each

class in E2 is represented by a unique form, which is easily proved to be

harmonic in the usual sense. Thus dim / j+x=n Erjs gS b„, the pth Betti num-

ber. On the other hand, by the nature of the spectral sequence, dim £2*

SsdimE^; therefore, dim zZr+*=v E2s — bP and E2 is isomorphic to Ex. If

G' and G" are defined on all C°° forms, the same theorem may be proved for

the spectral sequence obtained by filtering all C°° differential forms.

'Remark. The ordinary construction fails to give a partition of unity for

the sheaf E. In fact, for a covering U = { Ua} one normally chooses forms cpa

satisfying 0^c6„^l with (£(</>„) Cc7„, then divides by / |cj>„ which is con-

structed to be nonzero at every point. In our case, we may choose <pa(x, y)

= \pa(x)Xa(y); however, dividing by ?.4>„ destroys the property of being sec-

tions of E. Thus, we are prevented from patching together local sections of E

to form global sections. Failing this, we cannot prove that E is a fine sheaf, so

cannot apply the standard sheaf theoretic techniques for proving a de Rham

type of theorem for d' on £.

Finally, we shall consider various Hilbert space properties of A' on a

compact manifold. Many of the results we quote can be proved by methods of

Gaffney ([8] and [9]) and Duff and Spencer [7]; the particular formulation

we use is due to Conner [5]. Further references may be found in Conner's

paper.

Recall that d! and 5' are defined for all C°° forms on V, and satisfy the

equations (d'<p, \p) = (cp, 8'\p) and cF2 = 5'2 = 0. These facts enable us to define

the closures of d' and 5' in such a way that d' is the adjoint of 5' and con-

versely. Henceforth in this section, d' and 5' shall mean the closed operators.

Proceeding in the manner of Conner [5], we show that the following are true

of A':
(1) A' is a positive self-adjoint operator.

(2) If S' is the domain of A', there exists an operator Gi mapping £2 into

9' such that (A'+s)Gi =7 and | Gi \ ^ 1/s. Here s>0. Furthermore, if d'<p is
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defined, then d'G'sc\> = Gld'ep. Gl may be obtained either from the theory of

strictly positive transformations in Hilbert space, or from minimizing a

Dirichlet integral.

(3) The eigenforms of G', for the eigenvalue 1/s are the elements of the

space H' of solutions of d'cp = 8'cf> = 0.

(4) There is defined a semi-group Ul such that:

(a) Ul(Ul)=UU..
(b) d Ul /dt = -A' Ul ior t > 0.
(c) lim,,o Ul(eP)=cp.
(d) limu.0 Ul (cp) =H'cf>, where H'cp is the projection of cp on the space PF.

(e) d'U't(cP) = Ul(d'cP).
(5) If cp is a form such that d'<p = 0, and if 0 is such that 8'8 = 0, then

(cp,d) = (H'cp,d).

In the theory of the operator A, it is shown that any finite cycle Z is

representable as a form in the sense that fzcp = (<j>, 0) ior any closed form cp.

A proof of this result is given by Kodaira [14, pp. 589-602]. The form 6

satisfies 88 = 0; thus, the analog of statement (5) implies that given any closed

form </>, there is a harmonic form having the same periods on any finite cycle.

The author does not know whether an analogous theory can be constructed

for an appropriate kind of cycle on an almost product manifold. If it could,

we should have a relation between the periods of a d' closed form and its A'

harmonic part.

Let us consider the map from the d' closed forms into A' harmonic forms

defined by the projection operator H'. The projection is well-defined since

the kernel of a closed operator is a subspace. Since d' is mapped into zero by

this map, there is induced a homomorphism of the d' cohomology into PC.

This homomorphism is onto, for any form cp in PC belongs to some cohomol-

ogy class, and the class of cp is mapped onto <p by the mapping considered.

Our discussion of the torus has shown that the map is not in general an iso-

morphism. However, if the Green's operator is defined everywhere on £2,

we do obtain an isomorphism, by the argument of Theorem 6.5. Note that

here we are discussing the cohomology of all square integrable forms, and

not that of the sections of P.
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